Diversity, Inclusion & Social Justice: Asian voices on Asia | Winter 2021

- **Business & Economics**
  
  **Title:** *Islam and economics: a primer on markets, morality, and justice*  
  **Author:** Ali Salman (2021) - print

- **History**
  
  **Title:** *The Coolie’s Great War: Indian Labour in a Global Conflict, 1914-1921*  
  **Author:** Radhika Singha (2020) – e-book

- **Sociology & public administration**
  
  **Title:** *A Social Theory of Corruption*  
  **Author:** Sudhir Chella Rajan (2020) – e-book

  **Title:** *Democracy in China: the coming crisis*  
  **Author:** Jiwei Ci (2019) – e-book

  **Title:** *Killing the Arab Spring*  
  **Author:** Hasan Afif El-Hasan (2019) – e-book

  **Title:** *The umbrella movement: civil resistance and contentious space in Hong Kong*  
  **Author:** Ngok Ma, Wei Zheng (2019) – e-book

- **General, other**
  
  **Title:** *Migration and the media: debating Chinese migration to Italy, 1992-2012*  
  **Author:** Gaohen Zhang (2019) – e-book

  **Title:** *The South-South dialogue on human rights*  
  **Author:** Chong Zhang, Ruoyu Li (ed.) (2021) – e-book
Diversity, Inclusion & Social Justice: African voices on Africa | Winter 2021

- Law

Title: *Africa's Role and Contribution to International Criminal Justice*

- Sociology & public administration

Title: *Generations of Dissent: Intellectuals, Cultural Production, and the State in the Middle East and North Africa*
Author: Alessandro Columbo, Shareah Taleghani (ed.) (2020) – e-book

Title: *To Be or Not to Be: Sudan at Crossroads, a Pan-African Perspective*
Author: Jalal Hashim (2019) – e-book

Title: *Traditional leaders in a democracy: resources, respect and resistance*

- General, other

Title: *Field Research in Africa the Ethics of Researcher Vulnerabilities*

Diversity, Inclusion & Social Justice: Special mention | Winter 2021

- History

Title: *Hearing enslaved voices: African and Indian slave testimony in British and French America, 1700-1848*
Author: Sophie White, Trevor Burnard (ed.) (2020) – e-book